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1. Introduction 
In scvcral earlier papers [ 12-161 the authors introduced and discussed the Hall nuni- 
ber of a graph and its relationship with a number of other graph parameters, in parti- 
cular the chromatic number and the choice number of a graph. In this paper we push 
this discussion a stage further, showing that each graph falls into one of three classes. 
depending on the relationship between the parameters. We also discuss notions of criti- 
cality and saturation for the Hall number, and give infinite classes of graphs illustrating 
several of our notions. 
We next discuss the edge analogues of these concepts. From one point of view, these 
are all subsumed in the earlier discussion, since the edge analogue of each concept is 
just the original concept applied to the line graph (for example, the chromatic index 
of a graph is just the chromatic number of the line graph of G). Thus, results from 
the discussion of the choice number, Hall number, and chromatic number arrived at in 
our initial discussion yield immediately results about the choice index, Hall index and 
chromatic index. However, a direct treatment does have some merits in its own right. 
and so we obtain some further results by direct arguments as well. 
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Finally, we discuss the total analogues of these notions. The total analogue for a 
graph G of each of the concepts discussed initially is just the original concept applied 
to the total graph T(G) of G. Thus, for example, the total chromatic number of G is just 
the chromatic number of 7’(G). As well as using this fact to obtain quick deductions of 
a number of results for the total analogues, and also using direct arguments, we display 
a further link between this discussion and the earlier ones. For the total graph T(G) 
of G contains G as an induced subgraph, and it also contains the line graph of G as 
an induced subgraph. A consequence is, for example, that hr(G) >max(h(G), h’(G))}, 
where AT(G), h(G) and h’(G) are the total Hall number, the Hall number, and the 
Hall index, respectively. It seems likely that this link can be exploited further. 
2. The Hall number of a graph 
2.1. Basic relationships 
Throughout this section G will be a simple graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set 
E(G). A list assignment to the vertices of G is a function from V into some collection 
of finite sets. If L is a list assignment to G, a proper L-colouring of G is a (choice) 
function $ from V into UrEV L(v) such that 4(v) E L(u) for all u E V and, if uv E E, 
then 4(u) # 4(v). It can be helpful to think of such a proper L-colouring as a system 
of G-distinct representatives of the sets L(v), u E V. When G is a complete graph, 
such a proper colouring is a “system of distinct representatives”. 
For a list assignment L to G and a symbol CJ E lJCEV L(V), let a(o,L, G) denote 
the independence number of the subgraph of G induced by those vertices v E V such 
that CJ E L(V). Thus r(a,L, G) is the size of the largest set of mutually non-adjacent 
vertices of G having o in their assigned lists. For example, if G is the 4-cycle in 
Fig. 1 with list assignment L indicated, then a(a,L, G)=x(b,L, G)= 1 and cc(c,L, G)=2. 
If L or G, or both, is fixed, it may be convenient to shorten the notation cx(o,L, G) 
to %(a,G), cr(a,L) or x(a). 
Suppose that G has a proper L-colouring. Then, for each 0 E Uctr, L(u), the set S, 
of vertices coloured cr is independent. Therefore, since each vertex is coloured, 
(i 0 
where the sums are taken over all o E UCEV L(V). Since every subgraph H is also 
properly coloured, the same inequality holds with V = V(G) replaced by V(H) and 
a( g, L, G) replaced by CC( 0, L, H). 
We make the following definition. 
Definition. A simple graph G and a list assignment L to G satisfy Hail’s condition if 
and only if, for each subgraph H of G, 
IV(H)I< c o(o,L,H). (*) 
$:(;) 
Note that (*) holds for each induced subgraph of G if and only if it holds for each 
subgraph of G. 
If G is a complete graph, then it is easy to see that (*) is just an unusual way 
of expressing the well known Hall condition that is necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of an SDR of the sets L(c), c E V. Thus in this case. (*) is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a proper L-colouring. The discussion above showed that 
it is in general necessary for the existence of a proper L-colouring, but it is not in 
general sufficient. For example, if G is the 4-cycle of Fig. 1 and L is as given there, 
Hall’s condition is satisfied, but G has no proper L-colouring. 
It is known exactly when Hall’s condition is necessary and sufficient for a proper 
colouring. A block of a graph is a maximal subgraph with more than one vertex that 
contains no cut vertex. 
Theorem I (Hilton and Johnson [13]). 11 jinitr sivu~plt~ yrcrph G bus the proput!’ thtrt 
there is u pvoprr L-c&winy of G ~rhenezw a list ussignnwnt L to G sutisjiie.s Hull’.\ 
Condition tf und onIJ> ij’ every block qf’ G is N clique. 
We define the Hull number of G, /z(G), to be the smallest positive integer / such 
that there is a proper L-colouring of G whenever G and L satisfy Hall’s condition and 
lL(r.)] >/ for all 1’ E V(G). 
Hall’s theorem for the existence of an SDR can be expressed by saying that h(K,, )= I. 
Since it is clear that h(K,,) = 1 (where ?? denotes the complementary graph to G), and 
since there are graphs G for which h(G) f 1 (this follows from Theorem 1 ), it follows 
that the removal of an edge from a graph might increase. or might decrease. the Hall 
number. However, the next result shows that the removal of a vertex cannot increase 
the Hall number. 
Theorem 2 (Hilton et al. [ 141). !f’G r is m induced .wbqruph of’ G then h( Cl ) < h( G ). 
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We define the H&Condition number of G, s(G), to be the smallest integer G such 
that G and L will satisfy Hall’s condition whenever IL(u)] >G for all u E V(G). Let 
so(G) be defined similarly, except that the list assignments L are confined to constant 
functions. Thus so(G) is the smallest integer P such that the assignment of { 1,. . . , t} 
to every vertex of G satisfies Hall’s condition. 
Theorem 3 (Hilton and Johnson [ 121 and Johnson [ 161). 
s(G)=sa(G)=max{ [ #1 : H is an induced subyruph of G 
=max{ [ +I :HisasubyraphofGand/V(H)I>l 
Despite the fact that s(G) = so(G) for every G, of course c(G) # x(G) in general. 
Let w(G) and x(G) denote, as usual, the clique number and the chromatic number 
of G. Theorem 3 has the following immediate corollary. 
Corollary 4. ~(G)Gs(G)Gx(G). 
Let c(G) be the choice number of G, or the list chromatic number of G. The 
parameter c(G) was introduced by ErdGs et al. [6] and, independently, by Vizing 
[23]. The choice number of G is the smallest integer L such that, whenever L is a list 
assignment to G satisfying L(a) 3 C for all v E V(G), there is a proper L-colouring of G. 
Clearly the choice number of a graph G is a very interesting parameter, and part of 
the motivation for studying the Hall number of G is the light that it might be able to 
throw on the choice number. The relationship between the two parameters is apparent 
from Theorem 8 below. 
Some obvious relationships are collected together in the following lemma [14]. 
Lemma 5. (i) x(G)<c(G), (ii) h(G),<c(G), (iii) c(G) - 1 <c(G - v)<c(G). 
We note also that Brooks’ theorem holds with x(G) replaced by c(G) [6,23]. 
Theorem 6. If’ G is connected, then c(G) <A(G) + 1, with equulity if and only if G is 
a clique or an odd cycle. 
In [14] the following set of relationships was proved: 
Theorem 7. (i) h(G)<s(G) ifand only ifs(G)=c(G), (ii) iJ’s(G)=c(G), then c(G)= 
x(G), (iii) h(G)&s(G) ifand only ifh(G) = c(G), (iv) ifc(G) > x(G) then c(G) = 
h(G). 
All the relationships in Theorem 7 can be expressed in a more comprehensible 
fashion in the following way, showing that each graph falls into one of three categories, 
depending on the relationship between the parameters. 
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Theorem 8. Any graph G satisfies exuctly one of the ,fidEowiny sets qf’ urlu~ionshi~x 
Eitlzrr (1) c(G) = z(G) = s(G) > h(G), or (2) c(G) = h(G) = x(G)>s(G). 01 
(3) c(G) = h(G) > l(G)>s(G). 
Proof. From Theorem 7(i) if follows that c(G)=max{h(G),s(G)} if h(G)<s(G) and 
from Theorem 7(iii) it follows that c(G) =max{h(G),s(G)} if h(G)>s(G). Thus it is 
always true that 
c(G) = max{h(G),s(G)}. (1) 
By Lemma S(i) it follows that either x(G) = c(G) or x(G) <c(G). From 
Theorem 7(iv), we have c(G) = max{h(G),x(G)} if c(G) > x(G). By Lemma 5(ii). 
h(G)<c(G). Therefore c(G)=max{h(G),;C(G)} if c(G)=%(G). Thus it is always true 
that 
c(G) = max{h(G),X(G)}. (2) 
Let us consider the case when c(G) # h(G). Then, by ( I ) and(2), c(G)=x( G)=s( G ). 
In view of Lemma 5(ii), it follows that c(G) = x(G) = .s( G) > h(G). This is Case I 
of Theorem 8. Next let us consider the case when c(C) = h(G). Then, from ( I ) and 
(2), h(G)>%(G) and h(G)>s(G). Thus, by Corollary 4, c(G) = ~(G)>x(G)>.s(G). 
If h(G) = x(G) then c(G) = h(G) = l(G)as(G), which is Case 2 of Theorem 8. If 
h(G) > x(G) then, c(G) = h(G) > x(G) as(G), which is Case 3 of Theorem 8. 
We note that the following was shown in the proof of Theorem 8. 
Corollary 9. c(G) = max{h(G),s(G)} = max{h(G),l(G)} 
Of particular interest are the cases when c(G) = z( G). The lrJt colourincg corzjwturr, 
sometimes attributed to Vizing, but attributed in [3] to Albertson and Collins, is: 
Conjecture 1. If’ G is LI line graph then c(G) = x(G). 
If c(G) = z(G) then G is often said to be list-c~oluurahk. From Theorem 8 we 
obtain immediately the following corollaries. They can all be viewed as tests for the 
possibility that c(G) = x(G), i.e. tests for list colourability. 
Corollary 10. L.(G) = x(G) if and on/~, if’z( G) > h( G). 
Corollary 11. c(G) = X(G) !f and only’ jf’eithrr s(G) > h(G). or x(G) = h(G). 
Corollary 12. L*(G) = x(G) =x(G) $‘and O&J if’s(G)>!?(G). 
Corollary 13. h(G) =x(G) =% c(G) = z(G). 
A uniform upper bound for h(G) is provided by the following theorem. 
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Theorem 14. h(G)<d(G). 
Proof. By Theorem 6, c(G) <d(G) except if G is a clique or an odd cycle, in which 
cases c(G) = d(G) + 1. By Lemma 5(ii) h(G) <c(G), so h(G) d d(G), except possibly 
if G is a clique or an odd cycle. But as noted earlier, h(K,) = 1. Moreover it is shown 
in [14, Theorem 51 that h(C,) = 2 for n>4. Thus k(C,) = A(C,) for nb4. In every 
case, therefore, k(G) < A(G). A corollary of Theorem 8 that can be viewed as a test 
for the equality k(G) = x(G) is: 
Corollary 15. c(G) = x(G) > s(G) + k(G) = x(G), 
A further corollary of Theorem 8 that can viewed as a test for the equality c(G) = 
k(G) is: 
Corollary 16. x(G) > s(G) + c(G) = k(G). 
Corollary 16 has a rather striking consequence. It was observed in [14] that there 
are plenty of graphs G with vertices u such that k(G - II) = k(G) - 2. Problem 7 in 
[ 141 asks how much less than k(G) can k(G - v) (2; E L’(G)) be? The answer is that 
k(G) - k(G - V) can be arbitrarily large. 
Theorem 17. For each x33 there is a graph G with A(G) E {x,x + 1,x+2} contain- 
ing a vertex u with k(G) - k(G - c) 3x/3. 
Proof. Let Go be the graph consisting of a K-X-2 and a disjoint C,, with every vertex 
of the K,_z joined to every vertex of the Cj. Clearly ~(Go)=x+ 1 and d(Go)=x+2. 
Since, by Theorem 3, 
r(Ga)=max{ [ $$$I : H is an induced subgraph of Go 
> 
, 
it is easy to see that s(Ga)=x. Thus I > s(G~). By Corollary 16, k(Go)=c(Go). 
But c(Go)3x(Go), so k(Gi,)ax + 1. 
Let ai, v2 and v3 be three consecutive vertices going round the CS, and let G1 = Go - 
ul, G2 = Gi - v2 and G3 = GZ - vs. Then d(Gi) =x + 1 and d(G2) =x. Also G3 is a 
k;, so h(G3)=l. Thus k(Go)-k(G3)3(x+l)-1=x. Since k(Go)-k(G3)=(k(Go)- 
k(Gl))+(k(G1)-k(G2))+(k(G2)-k(G3)), for some i,O<i<2,k(G,)-k(Gi+I)3x/3. 
The theorem now follows with G = Gi. 
There is another very striking consequence of Corollary 16 related to the graph Go 
in the proof of Theorem 17. Problem 8 in [ 141 asks if k(G - e) (e E E(G)) can differ 
from k(G) by more than one. Again it follows that the difference can be arbitrarily 
large, at least in the case when k(G - e) > k(G). 
Theorem 18. For each x 3 3 there is u graph G with A(G) =X +2 containing an edge 
e with k(G - e) - h(G) 2x/5. 
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Proof. Consider the graph Go described in the proof of Theorem 17. This is obtained 
from a KY+3 by the removal of edges, say ~‘1,. ,e5. Let K.,+j be denoted by G5. and let 
G,--I = G; \ {e,} (1 <i<5). It is shown in the proof of Theorem 17 that h(Go)3.r -t I. 
Therefore CfR,(h(G,_I) - h(Gi)) = h(Go) - h(G~)>(x + 1) - 1 =s. Thus, for some 
i E { 1,. ..,5}, h(G,_,) - h(G,)>x/‘5. 
Clearly A(G, ) =x + 2. The theorem follows by taking G = G, and e = e,. 
Concerning the graph Go we can be more precise than we have been so far. But WC 
can also be a little more general. 
Let Go(2~ + 1) denote the join of K_,_2 and C2r+l for x 33 and r 32. Thus each 
vertex of the K_,._z is joined by an edge to each vertex of the Cl,-, 1. By the same 
argument as in Theorem 17, 31(Go(2r + 1)) = x + 1 and s( Go(2r + 1)) = x. Therefore 
h(G~~(2~+l))=c(G~~(2r+l))>n+l. Let the vertices going round the C~,._I in order be 
I’~.v~....,c~~_I. Let Gj(2r+1)=Gi-,(2r+l)--r;, for l<i<221--1. Then Gl,-_1(2ri I) 
is a K,. so by Theorem 6, c(G2V--(2~+1))=d(G~,.~~(2r+ l))+ 1 =x. The vertex 1.2,. 1 
is adjacent to exactly x - 1 vertices of G2,-._1(2r + 1 ). so ~.(G2~~:(21. + 1 )) = .Y also. 
We can repeat this argument 2r - 2 times, eventually showing that c(G,(2~ + 1 )) := s 
as well. Finally. ~1 is adjacent to x vertices of G1(2r- + l), so c( Go(2r + 1 ))<.I- + 1. 
But since we know that c(Go(2r + 1)) 3 x + 1, it follows that c( Go(2v + 1 ) ) = x + I. 
41~0 h(Go(2~ -t 1 )) =.x + 1. We sum this up in: 
Theorem 19. Let x33, r 22 and let Go(2r + 1 ) hr K,_z + Cz, 1 I, the ,joirl of’ K, 1 
~rnrl CI,-+,. Then c(G,,(2r + 1)) = h(Go(2r t- 1)) =x + I. 
We remark that we have just learned that Tuza [20] has shown that, for n 33. 
h( K,, - e) = n - 2. This provides a stronger result than those of Theorems 17 and I X. 
,‘.I?. Critiul yq7h.r 
We call a graph G m-choice-certex uitical if c(G) = m but c(G ~ 11) < ~7 (‘~“1. t 
V(G)). By Lemma 6, c( G - 6) >c(G) ~~ I so we could equally well have stipulated 
I(G ~ II) = m .-- 1, (‘Jv E V(G)) instead. We call a graph G n+Hull-vertex criticul 
if h(G) = m and h(G - z) < m (Vr E V(G)). Graphs that are critical with respect to 
the Hall number were studied in [14] with a slightly different definition. Note that the 
cycles C,, (n 24) are 2-Hall-vertex critical, but are if n is odd, 3-choice vertex critical 
(see [14]). 
Sometimes a graph that is m-choice-vertex critical is also pn-Hall-vertex critical. 
Lemma 20. Ij’ G is u graph with s(G) < c(G) and G is m-choice-wrtr.u critical. tlwn 
G is ulso n+HulI-certex critical. 
Proof. By Corollary 9, h(G) = c(G), and by Lemma 5(ii), for each c E V(G), /I( G 
f>)<C(G - L‘). 7 
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Theorem 21. For x33 and t-32, the graph Go(2r + 1) = KX-2 + C2r+1, the join of 
G2 and CWI, is (X + 1 )-Hall-vertex critical and also (x + 1 )-choice-vertex critical. 
Proof. By Theorem 19, c(Go(2r + 1)) = h(Go(2r + 1)) =x + 1. If v is any vertex of 
the KX_2, then Go(2r + 1) - v is another Go(2r + 1) with x replaced by x ~ 1, provided 
x 3 4. Therefore, if x 3 4, c( Go(2r + 1) - v) = h( Go(2r + 1) - v) = (x - 1) + 1 = x and, 
in this case, h drops by 1. If x = 3, Ga(2v + 1) - v = C~,.+I and /z(C’~~+I ) = 2 (see [9]) 
and c(2r + 1) = 3. So in this case h drops by 2. If v is any vertex of the Czrfl, say 
ZJ = vi, so that Go(2r + 1) - v = Gl(2r + 1) in the notation at the end of Section 2.1, 
we saw there that c(Gl(2r + 1)) = x. Therefore, Go(2r + 1) is (x + 1)-choice-vertex 
critical. Also since x = s(Go) < c(Go) =x + 1, the fact that Go is (x + I)-Hall-vertex 
critical follows from Lemma 20. q 
Now let us consider the question of removal of edges. We call a graph G m-choice- 
edge critical if c(G) = m but c(G - e) < m (tie E E(G)). 
Lemma 22. For anp graph G, c(G)3c(G - e)>,c(G) - 1 (Ye E E(G)). 
Proof. It is obvious that c(G) 3c(G - e) 3 c(G - u), where v is any vertex incident 
with e. Then, by Lemma S(iii), c(G - v) 3c(G) - 1. 0 
Since the behaviour of the Hall number is so variable when an edge is removed, 
there is more than one possible type of edge criticality with respect to the Hall number. 
One possibility is: 
call a graph G m-Hall-edge-down-critical if h(G) 3 m and 
h(G - e) < m (Ye t E(G)). 
It is not hard to see that, despite the wild behaviour of the Hall number, such 
graphs exist for each m>2. For one only need take any graph with Hall number 
>rn and remove edges until a stage is reached when the Hall number is at least m, 
but the removal of any edge reduces the Hall number to below m. Since any graph 
with vertices but no edges has Hall number 1, such a stage must always be reached. 
This argument is not by itself adequate to show that, if “h(G) 3 m” were replaced by 
“h(G)=m” in the above definition, then m-critical graphs exist with this slightly altered 
definition, although, as we show below in Theorem 25, they do. 
Another possible definition is: 
Call a graph G m-Hall-edge-up-critical ifh(G)<m and h(G - e) > m 
(Ye E E(G)). 
Tuza’s recent result [20] that h(Kn - e) = n - 2 when n >3 shows that such graphs 
exist for general values of m. For m = 1 we can say: 
Theorem 23. A graph G with at least one edge is l-Hull-edge-up-critical if and only 
if every block of G is a clique oj’ order at least 4. 
Proof. By Theorem 1. G has Hall number I if and only if every block of G is a 
clique. If every block of G is a clique and e E E(G), then it is easy to see that every 
block of G - e is also a clique if and only if e is not in a clique of order at least 4. 
Thus if every block of G is a clique and e t E(G), then /I( G ~ e) > 1 if and only if 
e is in a clique of order at least 4. The statement of the theorem now follows. 1 
Returning to m-Hall-edge-down-critical graphs. we can make the following obser\,a- 
tions. 
Proof. By Lemma 5(ii), h(G - e)<c(G ~ c) (Ye E E(G)). 0 
Proof. By Theorem 19, h(Go(2r + 1) == c( Go(2v + I ) = x + 1. We shall show that 
~(Go(2r + 1) - e) =x for each edge e. It then follows that h(Go(2r + 1 ) ~~ e<.r for 
each edge e, also. 
We consider three cases. 
Cir,re 1: Suppose that e is an edge of the C>,.+i Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that e joins to rt to 2’2,. , 1. In the discussion preceding Theorem 19 it is shown 
that ~(Gi(2r- + I )) =x. Then ~‘1 is joined in Go(2/- + 1 ) - e to only .Y ~ I vertices 
of Gi (2~ + 1 ). so c(Go(2r + 1) - e) =x as well. Therefore. h( Go(2r + 1 ) - c) <s. as 
required. 
C’rrsr 2: Suppose that e is an edge of the K.,_l; let r=ah, where u and h arc vertices 
of the KY_:. Let L be a list-assignment for Go(2r + 1) ~ e with IL(r)1 = .Y for each 
1‘ E V(Go(2r + I ) - e). 
We consider two subcases. 
CU.SP 2.i: L(u) f~ L(b) # 8. We start by choosing the same colour for both ver- 
tices u and h. We then choose the colours greedily running through all the vertices 
of G‘z~ _ 1(2r. i- I ) - e. There is no difficulty since at each stage the vertex to bc 
coloured is adjacent to vertices using at most x - 2 colours. Then we colour the ver- 
trees 2‘:,-_. 1. rzr -2.. . , 212 in succession. At each stage, the vertex to be coloured is again 
adjacent to vertices using at most x - 2 different colours. Finally. 1.1 is coloured: 1.1 is 
adjacent to vertices using at most ,Y ~ I different colours. Since each list has size .Y. 
there is a choice for t:i. 
C’usc~ 2.ii: L(O) n L(h) = 8. We start by choosing colours for the vertices of K, 2. 
These can be chosen greedily, and will all be distinct; let X be the set of colours 
chosen, so 1Xi = .Y - 2. Let A(v,) = L(u,) \, X (1 <i<2/. -t I). Then IA( >2. If 
possible choose sets B(r,)<A(u;) (1 <i<2v+ 1) such that I&r,)! =2 and, for some i. 
i&t.,) ti B(r., , 2 )I 2 3, reading the subscripts modulo 3,. + I. If this is not possible then 
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IB(Vi)UB(Ui+2)1=2 for l<i<2r+l, ~oB(ai)=B(~j)(Idi<jd2r+l). But since 
L(a) n L(b) = 0 we can choose a different colour for a or b, from or L(a) or L(b), 
respectively, one that is not in the set X U B(Ui) (1 <i 62r + 1). Then, repeating the 
construction, we will obtain sets A(ui) with IA(v;)l 23 (1 <i62r + 1). And then we 
shall be able to have IB(Vi ) U B( Ui+> )I 3 3 for some i, 1 <i <2r + 1. Without loss of 
generality, assume that i = 2r. 
We now choose colours for the vertices vi,. . . , vzr, starting with vi. If we choose, 
say, bI E B(v, ), there is a colour b2 E B(Q) distinct from bl; then there is a vertex 
in B(Q) distinct from b,; continuing like this we select vertices bi E B(Q) ( 1 < i < 2r) 
such that bi # bi+l (1 <i62r - 1). If B(v 2r+l ) # {bl, bzr} then we can select a colour 
b2,.+, for Q,.+~ distinct from 61 and bl,., and our choice of a proper L-colouring for 
Ga(2r + 1) - e will be complete. So suppose that B(vz~+I) = {bl, bzr} (so bl # bzr). 
Since lB1 U B2,. 13 3, either B1 # Bz,.+~ or Bzr # BI~+~. Without loss of generality, we 
may suppose that B1 # Bzr+l. Let B(Q) = {bl,b’,}; since {bl,b’,} # {bl,bzr}, b’, +Z 
{h,b2r}=B(~2r+1). N ow repeat the construction above starting with the choice of the 
colour b’, for VI ; choose colours 6: E B(Q) (1 <i d 2r) with b: # b(+, (1 d i d 2r - 1). 
Then lB(~.+~)n {b~,b~,}I = I{bl,b2r} f? {b’,,b~,}~61, so B(vz,.+I) contains a colour, 
say bL,.+,, that is neither b’, nor bi,.. Choosing this for v2,.+1, our choice of a proper 
L-colouring for Go(2r + 1) - e will be complete. 
Cuse 3: Suppose that e joins a vertex of the KY__2 to a vertex of the Cl,.+,. We 
may suppose that e = avl, where a is a vertex of the Kx_2. As shown at the end of 
Section 2.1, the choice number of the graph induced by the KY__2 and the vertices 
v~,.+i, . . . , v2 is X. But q is joined to (x - 3) + 2 =x - 1 of these vertices, so c(Go(2r + 
1) - e) =x in this case, as well. 
Thus Go(2r + 1) is (x + 1 )-choice-edge-critical and (x + 1 )-Hall-edge-down-critical, 
as asserted. 
Using Theorem 25 that Go(2r+ 1) is edge critical and Lemma 22 about the behaviour 
of c(G) when an edge is removed, we are able to give an alternative proof of Theo- 
rem 21 that Go(2r + 1) is vertex critical. Possibly this way of proving Theorem 21 
may seem more natural, even though it is much longer. 
Proof of Theorem 21 (Alternative). We note that, by Theorem 25, Go(2r + 1) is 
(x + 1 )-Hall-edge-down-critical and (x + 1 )-choice-edge critical. By Lemma 22 iterated 
so as to remove all edges incident with c, c(Go(2r + 1) - v) dc(Go(2r + 1) - e), so 
by Lemma 5(ii), h(Go(2v + 1) - v)<c(Go(2r + 1) ~ v) = c(Go(2v + 1)) ~ 1. Thus, 
Go(2r + 1) is (x + 1 )-choice-vertex critical and is (x + 1)-Hall-vertex critical. 
2.3. Suturated graphs 
A notion that is very similar to that of a critical graph is that of a satu- 
rated graph. Again, more than one definition seems to be possible. Let ?? denote the 
complement of G. 
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Call a graph m-Hull-dowwsuturated 
if h(G) > M and h( G + e) < m (Ye t E(G)). 
It is easy to see by adding edges to the graphs Go(2r + 1) that such saturated graphs 
exist. We give a specific instance below. 
Call a graph n7-Hall-up-saturatetl 
if h(G) <m and h(G + e) > m (Ve E E(G)). 
Tuza’s recent result that A(& - e) = n - 2 for n > 3 enables us to see that nr-Hall-up- 
saturated graphs exist for all m. This is because Km+3 ~ e has Hall number > m, 
while the edgeless graph of order m + 3 has Hall number 1, and so inserting edges 
successively, at some point an m-Hall-up-saturated graph is obtained. 
For m = 1 we have: 
Theorem 26. A gruph G is l-Hall-edge-up-saturated $’ und on!l, !‘f’ G is connec~tcd. 
cwerll block qf’ G is u clique, and no tlixo blocks qf’ G of’ order 2 we incident ,iYth 
the sanze crrtcr. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, h(G) = 1 if and only if every block of G is a clique. If G 
has the property that every block is a clique, and e E E(C), then it is easy to see 
that G + e also has the property that every block is a clique if and only if either c 
joins two vertices that are themselves the end vertices of two blocks of order two that 
have a vertex in common, or e joins two components of G. Thus, if every block of 
G is a clique then h(G + e) > 1 if and only if e does not join two components of G, 
and e does not join the end vertices of two blocks of order two that have a vertex in 
common. The statement of the theorem now follows. 
Returning now to graphs that are m-Hall-down-saturated, we have the following 
specific example of such a graph. 
Theorem 21. For x 23 the graph G”(5) = K,_z + Cs is (x + I )-Hull-ck)~~n-suturat(~(/. 
Remark. The proof we give is due to Tuza; it replaces the original much longer proof. 
Proof of Theorem 27. We know from Theorem 19 that h(Go(5)) =x + 1. 
Let e be an edge of GO(~). Let {~~,~~2,1~3,~4,vg} = k;(Cs), the indexing being in 
order going round Cg. Without loss of generality, we may assume that e = ~11’4. Let 
G* denote G”(5) + e. We need to show that h(G*)<x. Let L be a list assignment to 
G* that satisfies Hall’s Condition with each list having size at least s. 
We first try to choose some colour c E L(I%~ ) nL( L.)) and assign it to both 1.1 and ~1. 
Let G’ = G” - ~1 ~ ~3. Then G’ has lists L’(v) =L(v) \! {c} of size at least x ~ I at each 
vertex 1’. Since 1~2 has degree x - 2 in G’, if G’ - ~‘2 has an L’-colouring then so does 
G’, and so G* has an L-colouring. But G’ -- 1;2 is a clique, K, say, and so by Hall’s 
theorem it has an L’-colouring unless all lists L’(r) consist of the same x - 1 colours. 
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Let us suppose that this bad situation occurs for every colour c E L(ur ) n L(Q). Then, 
for some colours cr,cz ,..., c,~, L(l;r)rlL(v,)(T{cr ,..., c,~}=L(v) for all v E Kx=Kx_~U 
(v4, vs}. 
Let K,,, = K, U {uI}. Since Hall’s condition is satisfied by Kx+l, we can choose a 
colour c’ E L(ri)\{cr,...,c,} f or VI. Notice that 212 is the unique vertex of G* - VI 
whose list may contain c’. Thus, assigning c’ to uI, we reduce the problem to a graph 
where a path of length 3, ~2~3~4~5 is joined with Kx-2, all lists but the one at v2 have 
size x, and the list for v2 has size x - 1. Choosing x - 2 distinct colours for the vertices 
of Kx-~ arbitrarily, we can list colour all of G* by finding an allowable colour for 
v2,u3,v4,vg in that order. 
3. The Hall index of a graph 
In this section, except where explicitly stated, graphs may have multiple edges but 
may not have loops. 
A proper edge colouring of a graph is an edge colouring in which any two edges 
incident with the same vertex receive different colours. Such a proper edge colouring 
corresponds to a proper vertex colouring of L(G), the line graph of G. Thus the 
chromatic index x’(G) satisfies the equation x’(G) = x(L(G)). This equation is not 
normally used to define x’(G), but it could be. We can use this relationship to define 
the choice index c’(G), the Hull index h’(G) and the Hull condition index s’(G) of 
G. Thus c’(G) = c(L(G)), h’(G) = h(L(G)) and s’(G) = s(L(G)). Of course, it is an 
instructive exercise to define these parameters directly in terms of edge colourings. 
The wild behaviour exhibited by the Hall number h(G) upon the removal of an edge 
(see for example Theorem 18) is not repeated to the same extent with the Hall index 
h’(G). Indeed, since the removal of an edge of G corresponds to the removal of a 
vertex in the line graph of G, we deduce from Theorem 2: 
Theorem 28. [f J is any subgruph of G, then h’(J) <h’(G), 
Answering a question in the original version of this paper, Eslahchi et al. [9] and, 
independently, Cropper and Hilton [5], showed that h’(G) - h’( G - e) can be arbitrarily 
large. 
Using Theorems 1 and 28 we are able to say precisely which graphs have Hall 
index 1. 
Theorem 29. If G is u simple connected graph, then h’(G) = 1 if and only if’ G is a 
tree with at leust one edge, or is a K3. 
Proof. We use the fact that h’(G) = 1 if and only if the Hall number of the line graph 
of G is 1. From Theorem 1, this is so if and only if every block of the line graph of 
G is a clique. 
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Suppose first that G is a tree with at least one edge, or is a K3. Then it is easy 
to see that the line graph of G has the property that every block is a chquc. Thus 
h’(G)= 1. 
Now suppose that G is any connected graph with edges that is not a tree and is 
not K3. Then G contains a cycle. Suppose G contains a cycle C,, with n>4. The lint 
graph of any cycle C,, is also a cycle C,,, and the Hall number of any cycle C.,, with 
172-4 is 2 (set [9]). Therefore, by Theorem 28, h’(G)>2 in this case. So now suppose 
that the only cycles that G contains are cycles Cl. Since G f c’j. G will contain a (‘; 
with an attached edge. The line graph of this is a block that is not a clique. and so it 
has Hall number at least 2. By Theorem 28 it follows that h’(G)32 in this case. 
From Theorem 3 we obtain 
Theorem 30. 
We may also note that s’(G)>A(G), for if H is the subgraph of G induced by the 
edges incident with a vertex of maximum degree, then IE(H)l/x’(H)=A(G); 1 =/l(G). 
The list colouring conjecture, mentioned earlier, is normally expressed in the follow- 
ing way. 
Conjecture 1’. If’ G is LI wwltigqh n~ithout loops, then c.‘(G) = x’(G) 
In view of Theorem 8 (applied to L(G)), this conjecture is equivalent to the following 
con_jecture. 
Conjecture I”. If’ G is ~1 mdtigr~ph ,cithout loops then G .scrfi,~fir.r eswtl~~ OIIC of. 
either (1) c’(G)=x’(G)=.r’(G) > h’(G). 
or (2) c.‘(G) = h’(G) = f(G)3s’(G). 
For simple graphs G the value of ;c’( G) is restricted by Vizing’s Theorem 1211 to 
A(G) or A(G)+ I. Ifx’(G)=A(G) then G is C/u.s.s 1. and if x’(G)-=A(G)+ 1 then 
G is C%ss 2. 
An upper bound for that c’(G) is more or less obvious is 2A(G) ~ 2, except in the 
cases when G is Kl, K2 or an odd cycle. This follows from Theorem 6 and the fact 
that the maximum degree of the line graph of G is at most 24 ~ 2. 
If G has maximum degree 3 then it follows that L.‘(G) <4. Thus for Class 2 cubic 
graphs c’(G) = z’(G), i.e. the list-colouring conjecture is true in this case. 
For the moment let us consider the graphs P* (Petersen’s graph with a vertex re- 
moved) and P (Petersen’s graph). It is well-known that x’(P ‘) = A(P*) -t I -I 4. 
Therefore c’(P*) = 4. It is easy to check that s’(P* ) = 3. (Note in particular that 
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[lE(P*)I/cc’(P*)l = [12/41 = 3.) It follows from Corollary 16 that h’(P*) = 4. It then 
follows from Theorem 28 that h’(P) = 4 also. 
Consider simple graphs with d(G) > i 1 V(G)I. Simple graphs are called overfull if 
IE(G)I > d(G)[i I V(G)lJ. The Overfull Conjecture of Chetwynd and Hilton [4] is: 
Conjecture 3. Let G be u simple graph with A(G) > iIV(G)I. Then G is Class 2 ij 
and only if G has an overfull subgruph H with A(H) = A(G). 
If H is an overfull subgraph of G with A(G)=A(H), then, since a’(H)< [iI V(H)Ij, 
it follows that IE(H)I > A(H) so that IE(H)l/x’(h) > A(H)= A(G), so s’(G) > 
A(G). Therefore the following conjecture is implied by the Overfull Conjecture. 
Conjecture 4. Let A(G) > iIV(G)I. Then G is Class 2 ifand only ifs’(G)=A(G)+l. 
Actually Conjecture 4 is equivalent to Conjecture 3. An argument to show this is 
given in [Xl. 
For bipartite multigraphs G, it follows from Galvin’s Theorem [5] that c’(G)= A(G). 
Theorem 8, and the fact that s(G) > A(G), then imply that c’(G) = s’(G) = A(G) = 
f(G) 3 h’(G). It would be interesting to know more about h’(G) in this case. In [5] 
Cropper and Hilton show that, for 2 <m <n, n - 1~ h’(K,,,) <n; if m = 2 the lower 
equality holds, and if m = n, the upper equality holds. 
4. The total Hall number of a graph 
In this section, again, unless explicitly stated, graphs may have multiple edges but 
may not have loops. 
Here we consider the total colouring analogues of the concepts of Sections 2 and 3. 
The total graph T(G) of a graph G = (V, E) is a graph with vertex set W = V U E, 
where two vertices wi and w2 are joined by an edge if and only if either wi and w2 
are edges of G incident in G with the same vertex of G, or WI is an edge of G and 
w2 is a vertex of G incident in G with WI, or w1 and w2 are vertices of G that are 
adjacent in G. 
The total chromatic number XT(G) of a graph G satisfies the equation XT(G) = 
x(T(G)). In a similar way the total choice number q(G), the total Hall number 
hr(G), and the total Hull condition number q-(G) of a graph G are defined by: 
cr(G)=c(T(G)), hr(G)=h(T(G)) and ST(G)=S(T(G)). Of course, these parameters 
could alternatively be defined directly, without reference to the total graph. 
In general the various parameters associated with total colouring tend to behave in a 
fashion similar to that of the corresponding parameters associated with edge colouring. 
But it is not clear whether this parallel continues with the total Hall number and the 
Hall index. It is known that for h’(G) > h’(G ~ e) for each edge e E E(G). But we 
do not l-mow if hT(G) > hr(G - e) for each edge e E E(G). The corresponding proofs 
certainly do not work. For example, a deduction from Theorem 2 is not possible. The 
reason is that the removal of a simple edge of G corresponds to the removal of a 
vertex and an edge not incident with that vertex in T(G), and not just the removal ot 
a vertex. In fact it seems unlikely that hT(G) >hr(G - e) (Ye E E(G)) in general, but 
we do not have a counter-example. On the other hand, if it were true, then it would 
be a very useful fact. 
Nonetheless we do have the following corollary of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 31. !f’H is u suhgruph of G induced by .some .suhset of’ V(G) CJ E(G), fhrrr 
hdH)<hdG). 
It is also not at present known if it is possible for hr(G) - h,(G ~ e) to be greater 
than 1. 
Since the total graph of G contains the line graph of G as an induced subgraph, 
and also contains the graph G itself as an induced subgraph, we have the following 
consequence of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 32. 
The only connected simple graph G with at 
Pz: 
least one edge and with hT(G) = I is 
Theorem 33. !f’G is u simple connected yuph 
unless G = Pz. 
lvith ut leust one edge, then hr(G) 32 
Proof. If G contains a K3, then T(G) contains an induced 2-connected graph, T(KJ), 
which is not a clique. Thus not every block of T(G) is a clique. If G contains an 
induced P3, then T(G) contains an induced 2-connected graph T(P3) which is not 
a clique, and again not every block of T(G) is a clique. So, if h,(G) = I. then by 
Theorem 1, G contains no K3 and no Pj. It is easy to see that if G is connected and 
has an edge, then G must be Pl. 
From Theorem 3 we obtain 
Theorem 34. 
ST(G) = max I VW)1 + Iwo 
UT(H) 1 
H is a subset of’ V(G) U E(G) . 
\t,here E(H) = H n E(G), V(H) = H n V(G) and x~(H) is the independence number 
oj’the suhgruph qf T(G) induced by E(H) U V(H). 
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We may note that ST(G) 2 d(G)+ 1, for if H is the subset of V(G)UE(G) consisting 
of a vertex v of degree d(G) and all edges incident with v, then 
It seems natural to suppose that the total analogue of the list colouring conjecture 
also holds. We learn from one of the referees that this conjecture (Conjecture 5 below) 
has been proposed independently by Juvan et al. [I 71 and by Borodin et al. [2], and 
that Tuza, in a survey article [19], has proposed the name Total Choice Conjecture 
for it (this is a better name than the one we proposed in the original version of this 
paper). The conjecture is: 
Conjecture 5. !f’ G is a multigruph kthout loops, then CT(G) = XT(G). 
In view of Theorem 8 this conjecture is equivalent to the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 5’. If G is u multigraph ivithout loops then G satisfies exuctly one qfi 
either (1) CT(G) = XT(G) = Q(G) > hr(G), 
or (2) CT(G) = hdG) = XT(G) >o(G) 
Let us now consider paths P, (n 32). It is easy to see that xr(P,)=cr(P,)=3 (n 32). 
By Theorem 1, hr(Pz) = 1. To see that hT(Ps) = 3 we are indebted to Tuza for the 
following observation. Consider P3 with vertices vi, v2,vs and edges ei = viv2 and 
e2 = ~2~3, and consider the following set of lists for the total graph of T(P3) of P3: 
L(v~)=L(v~)={a,b}, L(v2)={a,b,c}, L(el)=L(e2)={a,c}. Starting with the clique 
eiv2e2, we are forced to choose the colour b for v2 and colour a for one of ei and 
e2. But then one of vi, us cannot be coloured. We can check that T(P3) satisfies (*); 
each vertex deleted subgraph of T(P3) is L-colourable, and so L and T(Ps) satisfy 
Hall’s condition. Thus hr(Ps)33. But for n3 3 we have, using Theorem 31, that 
3 = q-(P,)>h,(P,)>hr(P;)33, so that hT(P,) = 3 (n23). To sum up, we have: 
Theorem 35. 
Xr(P,) = CT(P,) =sr(P,) = 3 (n32), 
hr(P2) = 1, hr(P,,) = 3 (n33). 
Finally let us consider circuits C, (n 33). It is well-known, and easy to see, that 
xr(C,,) = 3 if n = O(mod3), 
xr(C,)=4 if n = 1 or 2(mod3). 
From Theorem 6 it follows that, for any simple connected graph G, G # P2, 2d(G)= 
d(T(G))acr(G); cr(P2)=3. Thus 4>cr(C,). Since cr(G)>~r(G) for any graph, it 
follows that cr(C,)=xr(C,,)=4 if n E 1 or 2(mod4). We also have 43cr(C,)>hr(C,,) 
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for all n>3. Now consider sr(C,). Since for any graph G, ST(G)~O(G)+I, it follows 
that .I.T(C,,) 23 for all n > 3. On the other hand, for any graph G. XT(G) >sr( G), 
sr(C,,)<3 if II = O(mod3), 
.sr(C,,)<4 if n f 1 or 2(mod3). 
Thus Sr(C,,) = 3 if n = O(mod 3). If H is the subset consisting of the sequence of 
consecutive vertices and edges going round C,,, ~‘1, cl, 1’2, ~1. ~3, e3. where rl is incident 
with 11, and L’,+I (i=1,2) and e3 is i ncident with 1’3, then it is easy to see that r~(H)=2. 
One can deduce that if 3ln then s[T(C~)=:$~, and it is then only a short step to confirm. 
by a different argument, that sr(C,,) = 3. However. if then a similar argument shows 
that 
XT(C,~) = $01 - I) if n = I (mod3). 
x7.(Cii) = i(17 - 2) + 1 if n = 2(mod3) 
and it then follows that sr(Cn) = 4. 
Now consider hr(C,,). Very recently Cropper and Hilton [S] showed that hr(C3)=3, 
and then it follows from Theorem 8 that cr(C~)=3 also. Since T(PJ) is an induced sub- 
graph of T(C,,) (n>4), it follows from Theorem 31 that hr(C,)ahr(P4)==3. Tuza 1191 
has even more recently shown that e~(Cjk )=3. from which it follows that h~( c’3~ j-3. 
Summarizing all this, we have: 
Theorem 36. 
c.r(C,,)=~r(C,,)=sT(Cn)=h~(C,,)=3 (n = O(mod3)). 
~l.(~,,)=%T(C,2)=~~T(Cn)=4~hT(C,1)~3 (17 = 1 or 2(mod3)). 
Thus it remains to determine hr(C,!) when II = 1 or 2 (mod3). We can use the facts 
that to extend Theorem 33. 
Theorem 37. If’ G is u simple contwteri gvuph \l.ith ut kust otw eriqe tlwtl ciflwr 
G = P2 und hT(G) = 1, or hT(G)>3. 
Proof. If G # Pz then either G contains a P3 or G = K3. But hr(K; ) = hr(P3) = 3. so 
hr(G)33. !I1 
Stop press. We give a short account here of the main developments that we know 
about that have occurred since the original version of this paper was written. Some of 
these are alluded to in the main text of this revised version. 
Cropper and Hilton [5] and Eslahchi et al. [9] have shown that h’(G) - h’( G ~ c’) 
can be arbitrarily large. Cropper and Hilton [5] have shown that tl - 1 < h’(K,,,.,,) < 17 if 
2 <rn <n, with equality at the lower end if nz==2 and at the upper end if tn=n. The paper 
by Cropper and Hilton also contains various observations about restricted Hall numbers. 
Eslahchi [7] has characterized graphs G with /z’(G) =: 2. Eslahchi and Hilton [S] have 
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shown that Conjectures 3 and 4 are equivalent; thus Conjecture 4 is an alternative 
formulation of the Overfull Conjecture. Tuza [20] has shown that /z(& -e) = n - 2 for 
all II > 3. This observation as well as providing a stronger result than those of Theorems 
17 and 18, also provides the first example of an m-Hall-edge-up-critical graph when 
m > 1, as well as providing a means of showing that m-Hall-up-saturated graphs exist 
when m > 1. Tuza also showed that hr( Csk ) = 3. 
5. For further reading 
The following Ref. [l], [lo], [ 1 I], [18], [22] are also of interest to the reader. 
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